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Mr Bruno J George
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4 Harvest Terrace
West Perth WA 6004

Dear Committee Members
SUBMISSION to the Joint Select Committee on End of Life Choices
under Term of Reference Two whereby I offer current materials from
another Australian State and an overseas jurisdiction:
I submit my concern to the Committee that Western Australia would be
making a grave mistake in allowing any of its laws to change that would
allow for euthanasia or assisted dying.
Victoria is currently debating whether or not to pass euthanasia or
assisted dying into its laws. If this passes, then Victoria would create two
classes of its citizens: those who should live and those who would be
"better off dead".
No right-thinking person can reasonably be expected to believe that the
law authorises mercy killing whilst simultaneously protecting the
disabled, the mentally ill ... and ultimately any vulnerable human being.
The measure of a society's civilisation is how it CARES for (not kills) its
weakest members.
I submit that Western Australia is not to follow Victoria's delusion, which
erroneously believes that euthanasia or assisted dying will not transform
the ethics of society. All of us will ultimately have to confront our
mortality, in 1Oto 70 years or so. If this line is crossed, then we can only
imagine the climate and culture regarding protection of life when it is our
time .
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Yours faithfully

l

(BrutWGeorge)

18th October 2017

